DESIGNER’S BIOGRAPHIES AND PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
FURNITURE
Your Move										DGM 261
Designed by Jon Christie for Flip the Script Furniture
About the Designer
Jon Christie designs and develops products with a focus on everyday items from furniture to home
accessories. The studio is characterized by its attention to detail and focus on perfecting design
solutions to achieve results that are as functional as they are beautiful.
About the Product
Each table is designed and made in Britain by some of our finest
craftsmen. Their skill & attention to detail are evident in every piece.
The ‘Your Move’ side table is hand turned over a 9-hour period.
The design itself sits outside of fashion and trends. Its inspiration
and much of the credit goes to Nathaniel Cooke (London 1849) the
designer of the ‘Howard Staunton’ chess set a British design classic.

Kaya 										DGM 262
Designed by Morgan Studio for Morgan
About the Designer
Morgan Furniture is a wholly British, design orientated, business making seating and tables for the
contract market from its dedicated 4500m2 factory in Hampshire. At Morgan we believe the design
and manufacture of truly original, high-quality furniture is the result of passion, care, design integrity,
experience, craftsmanship and an unfaltering dedication to quality. This commitment could not be
realised without fully integrating the design and manufacturing processes. At our factory and studio in
Hampshire we start the process with trees and finish with beautifully crafted chairs.
About the Product
Taking its name from sacred forests spread along 200 km
of the Kenyan coast, Kaya finds its roots in the openness,
honesty and purity of trees. The crafted timber frames, gentle
curve and soft upholstery are designed to provide relaxed
luxury. Simplicity is further embodied in the upholstery, which
features only the most essential elements, sculpted and fitted
to provide enveloping comfort. Juxtaposing soft informality
with timber’s clean geometry required a precise balancing act.
With an emphasis on space and light, the collection evokes
an atmosphere of ‘komorebi’, the Japanese word for the
sunshine filtering through leaves. As with a lush woodland,
Kaya’s serene frame finds strength in numbers. Individual
timber sections have been kept small with multiple lightweight
supports in place of a single, larger component.
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Smalto Low Table									DGM 263
Designed by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby for Knoll

About the Designer

Designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby founded their London studio in 1996. Their diverse body
of work spans industrial design, furniture, lighting and site-specific installations as well as gallery and
public commissions such as the London 2012 Olympic Torch and projects for the Royal Mint. They
are currently working with leading global manufacturers including Vitra, Knoll, B&B Itaila, Flos, Venini
and Hermès. Their work is held in permanent collections around the world including the V&A and the
Design Museum in London, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York and Art Institute of Chicago. Their
latest monograph ‘Barber Osgerby, Projects’ was published by Phaidon in 2017.
About the Product
Starting in 2013 with the launch of the Barber & Osgerby collection of
sofas, armchairs and ottomans, the brilliant collaboration between Knoll
and the designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby continues along the
lines of the brand’s cultural heritage, from the modern, innovative Pilot
Chair in 2015 to this new collection of tables: Smalto Table.
The Smalto Table now expands with Smalto Low Table, a series of low
circular pieces, available in different sizes and heights. Entirely in enamel
steel, their design process has been an exercise in purity and simplicity,
and the outcome is a collection of tables of exceptional durability,
both classical and contemporary in character. With its forceful graphic
image, Smalto reinterprets the themes of the great design classics in a
contemporary way. The rounded volumes and accommodating forms,
together with a support structure that permits stable compositions with
an accent on modernity, lend themselves to use in various spaces of the
home, responding to a wide range of functional needs. The collection
is a perfect blend of stylistic innovation and refined workmanship,
including the finish of the metal itself, which relies on high temperatures
to achieve a result similar to vitrification. The tubular legs support round
tops, transmitting a sense of conceptual but also visual lightness, while
conserving the perfect proportions.
Fourfold										DGM 264
Designed by Barry Jenkins for Ocee International
About the Designer
Broome Jenkins have many years of experience designing mainly contract furniture for leading
manufacturers throughout the UK, Europe, Scandinavia and Far East. Fourfold suited their approach
very well, which aims to solve real technical problems and develop new products that are useful,
efficient and commercial.
About the Product
Although the final design is simple in appearance, every aspect
of the table is essential and was determined through a series of
physical trials and hands-on experiments by the team. This resulted
in a well resolved design where the overall frame geometry, leg
shape and extruded beam all contribute towards a product that is
simple and safe to use and compact when stored.
There are few opportunities in the design of contract furniture to
genuinely innovate. However, the technical challenges of Fourfold
took priority and resulted in a very original response.
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Buddy 										DGM 265
Designed by Chris Fowler for Bisley
About the Designer
Chris Fowler is a trained product designer with an Honours Degree in Furniture Design. He has held a
number of positions within Bisley over his 33-year career with the company, centred around designing
and developing its extensive product portfolio. Currently working as Director of International Projects,
Chris focuses on expanding the client base for Bisley’s products with thoughtfully designed, tailored
solutions.
About the Product
Businesses are seeing the benefits of active working with sit/
stand workstations as a key part of that shift. Buddy is fixed
to the underside of the desktop and so moves vertically with
the working height, ensuring the user can quickly access their
belongings. Whilst compact in form, Buddy is packed with
useful features including an internal ledge to charge phones
and tablets, a larger compartment for small bags and the like,
and can be personalised with neat accessories and an array
of finishes and lock options. Think of Buddy as your personal
locker right where you need it most.
Sepal											DGM 266
Designed by Mark Gabbertas for Gloster Furniture
About the Designer
Mark Gabbertas was born in Yorkshire in 1962 and came to the world of furniture design in a
circuitous way having started his working life in advertising before changing
career path to train as a cabinet maker. Apprenticed to Codrington Furniture
and then with Stemmer and Sharp in the acclaimed Oblique Workshops in
Hackney, it was Hackney he chose to found his own design/making studio in
1994. In 2001, he established the Gabbertas Studio in West London to focus
on furniture design, before moving the main studio to the Oxfordshire
countryside in 2016.
About the Product
The forms of the natural world have always provided motivation for
designers and the Sepal tables find their inspiration in the giant floating
water lilies that somehow look in turn as though they also have been
engineered by human hand.
Two heights/diameters of table with a selection of stone table surfaces and
teak frame.
Saranac										DGM 267
Designed by Mark Gabbertas for Gloster Furniture
About the Product
We imagined a design that combined superb comfort with an enduring
aesthetic. We intended to find an approach which seduced rather than
shouted, that one would feel at ease with immediately, and which could
continue to charm for years. The Saranac range consists of a lounge chair
and ottoman and 2 / 3 seat sofas.
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Heritage										DGM 268
Designed by Dylan Freeth for Ercol
About the Designer
Dylan Freeth is a London-based furniture designer whose approach balances people’s needs with responsible production. Between 2011 and 2021 he worked as Designer then Senior Designer for ercol
Furniture. He established his own independent design studio in 2022.
About the Product
The Heritage collection takes Lucian Ercolani’s classic 333 chair as the start
point for a new range of oak Windsor seating. Chair, armchair, loveseats
and bar stool are all produced in ercol’s Buckinghamshire factory using a
combination of 5-axis CNC machining and traditional craft skills. Heritage is
quiet, tactile and comfortable, designed to fit in easily in both domestic and
hospitality settings.
ercol is an iconic British manufacturer with over 100 years’ experience of
designing and crafting solid wood furniture. Established in 1920 by Italian
Designer Lucian Ercolani in High Wycombe the centre of English furniture
making. He was intent on designing and producing relevant and honest
furniture, design and people were the cornerstones of his company and this
remains true today.

Eva											DGM 269
Designed by Phidias Leonida for NURUS
About the Designer
Phidias Leonida is the multi-award winning designer, founder and creative director of One Dot Four, a
studio based in south east London. One Dot Four works with individuals,
manufacturers and brands to create strategies, products and experiences.
About the Product
Furniture designed for working at home, perfectly suited to compact living spaces. Eva is a work table characterised by its beautiful
combination of materials, robust construction and unique aesthetic.
Designed to be easy to pack up and move and engineered to provide
a stable and functional work surface. A slim channel cut into the overhead rail supports a range of useful accessories.

PORTS										DGM 270
Designed by Tom Lloyd and Luke Pearson for Bene
About the Designer
Pearson Lloyd is a design office based in East London. Founded and led by Luke Pearson and Tom
Lloyd, the studio works with manufacturers, brands and public bodies to identify and build products,
spaces and services that respond to the challenges of the day and enhance our expe-rience of the
world.
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About the Product
PORTS is a multifunctional hub, like a modern
high-performance port. Office zones that were once
separate are merged together into a multifunctional
space that facilitates collaboration while also
supporting focussed individual work. Private
workspaces function as places of retreat or individual
workstations, while the table is a focal point for teams,
where ideas are exchanged and generated. Semitransparent room dividers provide structure, with
functional applications for individuals and for groups.
The three modules – PORTS Lounge, Storage and
Table – can be combined in various different ways to
meet the most diverse requirements.

©Bene-GmbH-Wolfgang-Zlodej

The Davenport Bureau
							DGM 271
Designed by David Irwin for Another Country
About the Designer
David Irwin is an industrial designer driven by a curiosity for how and why things are made. For Irwin,
design ideas grow from a desire to assign purpose to both traditional and contemporary manufacturing
processes.
Originally from Northern Ireland, Irwin was drawn to Northumbria University in Newcastle Upon Tyne,
England, by its reputation for hands-on teaching and a holistic approach to 3-D design.
In 2007, he was awarded the New Designers Peter Walker Award for Innovation in Furniture Design
with his final project, a steam-bent timber frame chair. The Jed chair gave a contemporary twist to
the traditional aesthetic of a lounge chair by utilising the inherent properties of timber through steam
bending and natural soap flakes as a finish, to create very few environmental disadvantages. The
chair also caught the eye of Bethan Gray, then Design Director at Habitat, who thought it would work
well within the Habitat collection, giving David his first taste of the manufacture and retail process.
In 2010, Irwin completed a post-graduate fellowship in the Designers in Residence Program at
Northumbria’s School of Design, a program that furnishes workspace, equipment and mentoring to
chosen graduates of the 3-D Design program. A year later, he founded
his own studio in Newcastle, where he has continued to produce designs
which combine strong conceptual thinking with a fundamental usefulness,
resulting in simple, innovative and refined solutions to aid our daily lives.
About the Product
Working from home without a study has its challenges. Where does the
work day start and where does it end? Where to work and where to tidy
it all away? The Davenport is designed to provide a separation between
work and home life, serving as a dedicated space for work which can be
easily tidied away at the end of the day.

Bowater Collection – Cable Shop Stool (kit)
Designed by Jan Hendzel for Jan Hendzel Studio

				DGM 272

About the Designer
Our practice is driven by curiosity, experimentation and open-mindedness. It’s an important aspect
of who we are. We fuse the woodworker’s long established knowledge of material and handtools
with the innovations in machining technology. This provides a limitless creative platform for
experimentation.
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About the Product
Part of our multi award-winning Bowater
collection, the Cable Shop Stool is now
available as a complete make-at-home
kit. Bring a taste of workshop life into your
home, and learn from Jan himself how to
make a beautiful piece of Jan Hendzel
Studio furniture from sustainably sourced
British timber that will last a lifetime.
Designed and made in Woolwich, London.
©Douglas Pulman

The Somerset Four Poster								DGM 273
Designed by Garry Smith for The Cornish Bed Company
About the Designer
Garry Smith, an avid sports fan, has always had a passion for vintage furniture and craftsmanship.
He originally started as a buyer at The Cornish Bed Company, almost two decades ago now. Talking
to customers on a regular basis has allowed Garry to develop a great sense of bed designs that fit
into the modern life whilst staying true to their Victorian heritage. Garry’s natural flair and keen eye for
timeless style has enabled him to create some truly unique designs together with the talented team of
Foundry craftsmen making his visions come to life.
About the Product
The Somerset four poster bed is one of our most popular classic bed
designs, beautifully marrying sturdy 2” side posts and curved top brass
rail.
Offering 2” side posts for strength and longevity, finished off with
solid brass top caps and brass bed knobs. This four-poster bedstead
suggests elegance at its finest with sweeping curved brass top rails for
that extra layer of class.
There are no bolts or welds on the Somerset. We cast our beds to
exacting standards using time-honoured skills and craftsmanship.
The Tetbury 									DGM 274
Designed by Garry Smith for The Cornish Bed Company
About the Product
The Tetbury bedstead showcases elegance and sophistication at its
best. Designed with circular simple decorative castings, complemented
by inner brass spacers and top rail. Offering 2” side posts, with solid
brass top caps and brass balls. The Tetbury’s fortifying design and
shapely frame maintain its timeless enchantments.
Hand cast at our Cornwall foundry and made with all the traditional
fixings you would expect from an authentic re-production.
Every bed is made individually to order, numbered, and signed off
by one of our craftsmen. With The Cornish Bed Company, you can
be confident that your bedstead will last lifetimes and will become an
antique in the future.
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TEXTILES, WALL COVERINGS, SURFACES, CARPETS & FLOOR COVERINGS
‘All Tomorrow’s Futures’ Textured Linen Blend					DGM 275
Designed by Charlotte Raffo and Alexis Snell for The Monkey Puzzle Tree
About the Designer
Charlotte Raffo, founder of The Monkey Puzzle Tree collaborated with lino cut artist Alexis Snell
to create this unique textile. Established in 2017, The Monkey Puzzle Tree has carved out a new
way to harness creative ideas to produce one-of-a-kind designs. Carefully selected Yorkshire artists
collaborate with Charlotte to create unique textiles and wallcoverings, receiving a 20% royalty for their
contribution to the design.
As part of the mission to celebrate the best of the North of England’s creativity, eccentricity and innovation, all designs by The Monkey Puzzle Tree are manufactured within 100 miles of the Leeds studio,
supporting traditional industries and maintaining high environmental standards.
About the Product
All Tomorrow’s Futures’ is an upholstery and soft furnishings textile
created in collaboration with lino cut artist Alexis Snell. The print
celebrates the natural world whilst telling a modern day tale of
climate change, exploring the way in which the natural world and
urban environments collide.
A specially commissioned crepe textured weave in a linen cotton
blend interacts with the screen print to give an irregular hand made
feel to the design.
The name ‘All Tomorrow’s Futures’ eludes to the fact that our
future could progress in different ways depending on how we act
now.
Available in three, nature-inspired colourways – Lobster Orange,
Ocean Blue and Seaweed Green.
Quest 										DGM 276
Designed by Jane Marks-Yewdall for Camira
About the Designer
Senior Designer at Camira, Jane Marks-Yewdall is a passionate advocate of sustainable textiles,
and her most recent launches include Craggan Flax, an inherently flame retardant wool & flax fabric,
alongside Quest, made from waste marine plastic. With over two decades’ experience, her wealth of
knowledge and experience - alongside her innate creativity - make her
an invaluable member of the Camira design team.
About the Product
Created with a conscience, Quest is a beautiful addition to our
SEAQUAL collection of fabrics, and we are so proud to continue our
partnership with the SEAQUAL INITIATIVE. Woven entirely from
recycled plastic, it really does epitomise waste made wonderful, and,
with its casually elegant aesthetic and evocative colour palette, it’s the
ideal textile for inclusion in contemporary commercial interiors with a
sustainable ethos.
Swell											DGM 277
Designed by Jones & Partners for The Collective Agency
About the Designer
Jones & Partners are an award-winning multi-disciplinary design company with over 20 years
of experience. Specialising in furniture, lighting and battery technology Jones + Partners also
brought their acoustic knowledge to the product development of Swell adding the science of sound
dampening, materials and the rigorous manufacturing and testing processes to the design process.
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About the Product
Swell is a lightweight, horizontally seamless acoustic wall cladding
solution with a unique height of 2.7m made from eco-material
EchoPanel®. Offering both acoustic and environmental properties,
Swell is reminiscent of a wave. The innovation lies in its most
unique asset - its scale. Bespoke machinery dedicated to achieving
Swell’s 2700mm high x 900mm heat-moulded panels; the largest
compression-press tool in Europe, was engineered by The Collective
Agency. The tooling required to accommodate the curved height of the
moulded panel left 1mm to spare to allow the blade to cut the panel to
size, so precision was critical. Swell illustrates the importance of trust
between designer and manufacturer which creates the confidence to
take risks and believe in intuition.
Northward Bound Carpet Tiles							DGM 278
Designed by the Milliken Design Team for Milliken Industrials
About the Designer
Kerry Cottam has been an in-house designer at Milliken Floors for over 11
years. Kerry is an experienced textile designer specialising in solution dyed
nylon, creating successful global ranges and custom products from initial
concept to launch for the contract carpet tile market. Kerry is a creative who
loves all aspects of design.
About the Product
Northward Bound is a high performance, carbon neutral, luxurious carpet
tile collection that uses less raw materials (thus reducing embodied carbon).
Achieved by carefully considering materials, innovating with fibre suppliers
and pioneering use of yarn systems and tufting technology.
LIGHTING
Hotaru 										DGM 279
Designed by Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby for Ozeki Lantern Company
About the Designer
Designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby founded their London studio in 1996. Their diverse body
of work spans industrial design, furniture, lighting and site-specific installations as well as gallery and
public commissions such as the London 2012 Olympic Torch and projects for the Royal Mint. They
are currently working with leading global manufacturers including Vitra, Knoll, B&B Itaila, Flos, Venini
and Hermès. Their work is held in permanent collections around the world including the V&A and the
Design Museum in London, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York and Art
Institute of Chicago. Their latest monograph ‘Barber Osgerby, Projects’
was published by Phaidon in 2017.
About the Product
In collaboration with twentytwentyone, leading British designers,
Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby have created an elegant range of
lighting drawing on the heritage of Japanese lantern-making. The
Hotaru collection represents the perfect unison of traditional craft with
an enduring aesthetic that is as modern as it is timeless. Key to the
sustainable production is the folding nature of the construction which
allows minimal packaging for global distribution, with dramatic impact and
volume when installed in domestic and commercial interiors.
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Joseph Collection									DGM 280
Designed by Michael Young for EOQ
About the Designer
Michael Young was born in 1966 in Sunderland, a small industrial city in the North-East of England.
He graduated from Kingston University in 1992 and the following year, he founded the Michael
Young Studio with the aim of providing exclusive, quality design services across an eclectic range of
markets – from interiors to technology.
Michael Young quickly became one of the UK’s most sought-after young designers and revered
retailers and institutions such as the Conran shop and the Pompidou Museum began demanding
his work. He became known in the industry as a sophisticated minimalist acclaimed for his elegant,
pared-down aesthetic design, which was in direct opposition to the elaborate style dominating London at the time.
After nearly a decade working across the UK and Iceland, Michael was enticed to Asia by his passion
for pioneering technology, and in 2006 set up a studio in Hong Kong. Today Michael Young Studio is
considered to be one of the most exciting and formidable design companies operating in Asia, responsible for designing award-winning icons for its clients that last a lifetime and are presented in
museums globally.
Over the past 20 years Michael Young has established himself as one of the leading international
figures in his field continuing to push the boundaries of experimental design.The studio specializes
in creating modern design through exploring the endless possibilities Asia’s technological ingenuity
provides. Propelled by the momentum created through collaboration with Chinese industrialists,
the studio captures the strengthening ties between local industry and design and exemplifies the
skills of Asia’s industrial innovation.
The result is work that transcends design by harnessing some of the highest
and most innovative manufacturing skills to create Industrial Art. Michael
Young’s vibrant imagination and his continued ability to innovate and take a
fresh approach to a seamless blending of East and West is what keeps
his work relevant and increasingly in demand across all continents.
About the Product
The soft Asian silhouette of the Joseph collection belies the reassuring
strength of an object crafted from a solid block of aluminium. Each piece is
extruded into shape, softened with CNC cutting before being milled on a
lathe to open up the core and allow the light to diffuse through the fins.

Melina											DGM 281
Designed by Yasuyuki Sakurai & Risa Sano for Hand & Eye Studio
About the Designer
Mentsen is a London-based design practice established in 2011 and a partnership between two Japanese designers Yasuyuki Sakurai and Risa Sano. The studio name meaning ‘surfaces and lines’ in
Japanese references to working in different mediums and scales.
Working internationally Mentsen offer product design and art direction
for businesses and cultural organisations.
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About the Product
Melina is a collection of cluster pendant light and wall/ceiling light and a
smaller version of Mela glass light we designed for Hand& Eye (Melina
meaning small apple).The lamp with a mouth blown clear or Opal glass
shade in matt etched finish has a dimpled base which acts as a focal
point on the otherwise smooth surface. The dimpled point becomes
thinner and at the same time goes closer to the light source making it
shine brighter.
FULL STOP 									DGM 282
Designed by Derek Treadwell for Innermost
About the Designer
Innermost was founded by Steve Jones and Russell Cameron in 1999 to use their extensive
experience of product and furniture design and manufacturing to create a new brand for the retail
and FF&E markets. Now, as well as many successful products under their own name, they do a
considerable amount of work designing and manufacturing as
OEM for a number of well-known international furniture, lighting
and interior supply names.
About the Product
Full Stop is a small, Ø13.5 cm, IP65, bulkhead fitting and, to
emphasise the beauty of the material, has the impression of a
light source cast within solid glass. Care has been taken to, as
far as possible, design replaceable, single material components
that are easy to disassemble and, at end of life, recyclable.
Evedal 										DGM 283
Designed by Aaron Probyn for IKEA
About the Designer
British industrial designer Aaron Probyn creates minimal but tactile products that are both functional,
emotionally engaging, with a real sense for materiality and a personal objective of designing products
that bring joy to everyday life.
Passionate about sustainability and adverse to disposable culture, Aaron sidesteps trends to create
quality-led, timelessly designed pieces with the aim that they can be enjoyed for a lifetime and
beyond.
About the Product
The IKEA Evedal lighting collection was initially briefed to bring a more
discerning consumer into the store. The objective was to design a lighting
collection that the end-user would have a true emotional connection with,
and therefore want to keep for a lifetime and pass on to a future generation.
Crafted from brass, marble, mouth-blown glass and solid timber, it’s a
product range that uses high-quality materials and is manufactured with real
care and integrity. As with many of my designs, Evedal aims to be timeless
by sidestepping trends and does away with the idea that a product has a
limited lifespan.
The range has been highly engineered to maximize productivity, reduce
waste and rejection rates within production. These are all key elements
when designing a product for IKEA, so that they can retail the product that
stands for their core values which is democratic and good design for all.

